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ABSTRACT
Memory cores are usually the densest portion with the smallest feature size in system-on-chip (SOC) designs.
The reliability of memory cores thus has heavy impact on the reliability of SOCs. Transparent test is one of
useful technique for improving the reliability of memories during life time. Transparent BIST schemes for
RAM modules assure the preservation of the memory contents during periodic testing Symmetric Transparent
Built-in Self Test (BIST) schemes skip the signature prediction phase required in traditional transparent BIST.
Achieving considerable reduction in test time. Previous works or symmetric transparent BIST schemes require
that a separate BIST module is utilized for each RAM under test. This approach, giver the large number of
memories available in current chips, increases the hardware overhead of the BIST circuitry. In this work we
propose a Symmetric transparent BIST scheme that can be utilized to test Rams. For 5 different word widths
hence, more than one RAMs can be tested in a roving manner.
Keywords: online BIST, symmetric, SOC

INTRODUCTION
Shrinking transistor size makes the reliability issue become a major challenge of system-on-chip
(SOC) designs. Nowadays SOCs usually consists of many memory cores, which are usually the
densest portion with the smallest feature size. Thus the reliability of memory cores has heavy impact
on the reliability of SOCs. Reliability enhancement techniques for memory cores during life time thus
are imperative.
Memory Built-In Self-Test has become a standard industrial practice [I]-[3], since memory cores are
making up a major part of the die area; it is forecasted that by 2014 they will take up 94% of the die
area [4]. In addition, they are designed with minimal design rule tolerances, making them more
susceptible to defects. Testing of RAM modules is performed both right after manufacturing and
periodically in the field. During manufacturing testing, various kinds of tests are applied in order to
ensure that the RAM operates normally. A March test comprises a series of March elements that
perform a predetermined sequence of operations (read and/or write) in every word. Traditional march
algorithms [5]-[7], start with an initial write-all-zero phase, where all the RAM cells are set to „0‟ in
order to ensure that the final signature in the output compactor is known. Periodic testing is discerned
into start-up testing and testing during normal operation. Start-up testing is performed during the startup of the system and resembles manufacturing testing. Testing during normal operation, where the
RAM normal operation is stalled (i.e. set out of normal operation), tested and then given back to
operation, are applied to circuits where it is difficult and/or impractical to shut down the system since
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the contents of the RAM cannot be lost (e.g. space applications, wireless sensor network nodes, etc).
In this kind of testing traditional march tests cannot be applied.
To deal with soft errors during system operation, adding standard online checking capabilities based
on error detecting codes has been proposed [22]. Depending on the specific code, the detection of
certain types of errors can be guaranteed. But, since error detection is only possible during read
operations, the time between the occurrence of an error and its detection, referred to as error detection
latency, may be very high. For some applications with high reliability requirements, e.g., in
telecommunication switching, it is not acceptable to detect erroneous data only at the moment when
the data are explicitly needed [23]. In contrast, errors should be detected as early as possible to allow
for recovery before the data are requested by the system. Furthermore, error detecting codes have to
increase the number of check bits to reduce the probability of masking multiple errors.
Transparent Built-in Self Test (BIST) was proposed by Nicolaidis [8]-[9] in order to confront these
problems, in transparent BIST, the initial write-all-zero phase is skipped and a signature prediction
phase is issued, during which a signature is captured and stored. In the sequel, a sequence of carefully
selected read and write operations are performed. That leave the RAM contents equal to the initial
ones; the final signature is compared to the one captured during the signature prediction phase and a
decision is made as to whether a fault has occurred in the RAM or not. Transparent BIST schemes
have been also proposed in [10] - [12].
One of the issues arising when transparent BIST is employed is that of the test data generator and
response compactor. For traditional march algorithms the design of these two modules is trivial since
known background patterns are applied (e.g. the all-0 and all-1 pattern), therefore a single signal is
applied to the inputs of the data bus and two gates (one AND and one OR) are enough to verify the
correct operation of the memory. In transparent BIST the need to capture the contents of the data
contained in the memory at the beginning of the transparent test imposes the need to employ Multiple
Input Shift Registers (MISR) structures, increasing the hardware overhead of the specific modules.
The idea of transparent BIST was further evolved by Yarmolik et al [13], [14] who proposed
symmetric transparent BIST. In symmetric transparent BIST, the signature prediction phase is skipped
and the March series is modified in such way that the final signature is equal to the all-zero state,
irrespective of the RAM initial contents. For response compaction of bit organized RAM‟s, in [13] a
Single-Input Shift Register (SISR) was utilized whose characteristic polynomial toggles between a
primitive polynomial and its reciprocal one during the different march elements of the March series.
For the case of word organized RAM‟s it was proved that a Multiple-Input Shift Register (MISR)
whose characteristic polynomial is altered in a similar fashion can serve as response compactor [14].
The scheme requires the modification of existing registers (or SISRs / MISRs) in order to serve as
response evaluators and requires appropriate control logic in order to toggle between the two different
polynomials during the application of the March series.
The idea of utilizing modules that typically exist in the circuit, e.g. accumulators [15] or ALU‟s [16],
for BIST test pattern generation and/or response verification possesses advantages, such as lower
hardware overhead and elimination of the need for multiplexers in the circuit path: furthermore, the
modules are exercised, therefore faults existing in them can be discovered [17]. This idea is also
behind the well-known concept of software- or processor- based BIST, where instructions of a
processor are applied, and using existing modules, to test the various modules of the chip [18]-[19].
In [20], [21] a Symmetric Transparent RAM BIST scheme was proposed, where the compaction and
data generation module was implemented utilizing an ALU. In circuits that contain ALUs, the output
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of the RAM is either directly driven to the inputs of the ALU or can be driven using processor
instructions. It was shown that the scheme [21] imposes lower hardware overhead and less complexity
in the control circuitry than previously proposed schemes.
On the other hand, as memory cores represent a significant portion of a multi-core chip‟s area (for
example, Sun Microsystems‟ third-generation Ultra SPARC multithreaded microprocessor has 940
memories, with a total of 27 million bits) although a BIST circuit‟s area cost is usually low, it
increases as the number of small memories in a chip grows. Therefore, reducing the required BIST
circuits becomes an issue for chips containing many memory cores. In order to test memories with the
same word width in a transparent way, one can use the same transparent BIST module, that have been
proposed e.g. in [13], [14], [21] in a roving manner. However, the proposed schemes can not be
utilized to test memories having different word widths. Hence, this would require separate BIST
modules and therefore, increased hardware overhead.
In this work we present a Symmetric Transparent Online BIST scheme for Arrays of Word-Organized
RAMs (STArWaRs). The proposed scheme utilizes an ALU in order to generate the test patterns and
compress the responses of the memory module; the word width of the memory can be smaller than the
number of stages of the ALU. The proposed scheme can be utilized to test transparently an array of
memories in a roving manner, provided that the largest width of the memory does not exceed the
number of stages of the ALU. Hence, multiple Non-identical memories can be tested in a pipeline
way and the area cost is drastically reduced. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a review
of the previous work on March algorithms (traditional. transparent and symmetric transparent) is
given. In Section 3 the proposed Symmetric Transparent Online BIST for Arrays of Word-Organized
RAMs (STArWoRs) is introduced and exemplified. In Section 4 the proposed scheme is compared to
previously proposed schemes for response compaction and test data generation in symmetric
transparent BIST. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude the paper.

PREVIOUS WORK
A March algorithm consists of n march elements, denoted by Mi. with 0 < i <n. Each march element
comprises zero(or more) write operations, denoted by w0 / w1 meaning that o / I is written to the
RAM cell, and zero (or more) read operations denoted by r0 / r1, meaning that 0 / 1 is expected to be
read from the memory cell. For example, the C- algorithm (Figure 1(a)) consists of six March
elements denoted by M0 to M5 [5]. In Figure 1, denotes an increasing addressing order (which can
be any arbitrary addressing order) and
denotes a decreasing addressing order.
Traditional march algorithms erase the memory contents prior to testing; therefore, they do not serve
as good platforms for periodic BIST. Nikolaidis [8] proposed the concept of transparent BIST where
the initial w0 phase is bypassed, and a signature prediction” phase is used instead. The signature
prediction phase consists of read operations and it is utilized in order to calculate a signature that will
be compared against the compacted signature calculated during the (remaining) march test, the
transparent version of the C- algorithm is shown in Figure 1(b). The notation for the transparent
versions of the algorithms differs from the one used in traditional march algorithms. Instead of r0, r1,
w0, w1 the notations ra, rac, wa, wac and (ra) c arc utilized, as clarified in Table 1

Figure1. C-march algorithm (a) original version, (b) transparent version, (c) symmetric transparent version
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By definition, the data driven to the compactor with the (ra)c operation are identical to the data driven
by the rac. The importance of the (ra)c operation is the following: during the signature prediction phase
the contents of the RAM arc equal to the initial contents (since no write operation has been
performed); therefore, in order to “simulate” the rac.
Table1. Notations for Symmetric transparent BIST

Operation these contents are inverted prior to entering the compactor. It has been shown [8]. [9] That
in transparent BIST the content of the memory at the end of the test is identical to that before the test.
Also, since the read elements of the „signature prediction‟ phase (M0) are identical to the read
elements of the testing phase (M1-M5), if we store the result of the compaction of M0 and compare it
to the result of the compaction of M1-M5, then we can detect faults that occur due to the write
operations of the march algorithm. However, traditional transparent B1ST has the disadvantage that
the signature prediction phase adds up to the total testing time with a percentage of (more than) 30%.
In order to confront this problem.Yarmolik el al introduced the concept of symmetric transparent
131ST [13], [14]. They first defined the concept of symmetric data stream as follows. Let d = (d0,
d1,....,dn-1) D €{0,1}n be a data stream: then d*= (dn-1,dn-2 ..., d1, d0) denote the data stream with
components in reverse order and dc =(d0c,....dn-1c ) denote the data stream with complemented
components. For example, if d=(1011), d* = (1101) and dc = (0100). A data string D € {0, 1}2n is
called symmetric, if there exists a data string d €{0, 1 }n with D = (d, d*) or D = (d, dc). For example,
D1 = (1010 0101) and D2 = (1010 1010) are symmetric data strings, since (0101) = (1010) and (1010)
= (1010) C Furthermore, a transparent march rest is called symmetric if it produces a symmetric test
data string D. In order to derive a symmetric transparent algorithm, the March series is modified in
such way that the expected output response is equal to a known value. Therefore, the signature
prediction phase can be skipped and the time required for the test is reduced.
In order to achieve this, the authors of [14] noticed that most of the march algorithms used for
transparent BIST produces test data with a high degree of symmetry. For example, the read elements
of the transparent C- march algorithms (Figure 1(b)), ignoring the signature prediction‟ phase and the
write elements, are ra, rac, ra, In order to derive a symmetric sequence they add an additional read
element, resulting in the following sequence of read elements: r a, rac, ra. For example, for a bitorganized memory with 5 words whose initial contents are (11010), the result of the latter sequence is
(00101 11010 00101 | 01011, 10100, 01011) which symmetric.
The authors of [13], [14] exploited the above-mentioned symmetry to test word-organized memories
as follows. They utilized Multiple-Input Shift Registers (MISR‟s) and by toggling between a primitive
polynomial and its reciprocal one during the up arrow „ r „ and down arrow „r‟ operations, the final
signature is equal to the all-zero state. In Figure 1(c) the symmetric transparent version of the Calgorithm.
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The accumulator-based symmetric transparent BIST solution proposed in [20], [21] utilizes an
accumulator with an one‟s complement adder and sterns from the observations that (a) if the march
algorithm is symmetric, then the number of ra elements equals the number of (rac )elements plus the
number of (ra)c elements without taking into account the addressing order of the march element and
(b) the accumulator-based compaction of the responses holds the order-independent property.

PROPOSED SCHEME
In order to present the proposed scheme that can be utilized for more than one memory with varying
number of word widths, in the sequel we shall present how we can perform transparent BIST when
the number of stages of the ALU is larger than the memory word width.
Symmetric Transparent BIST for Memories with Smaller Word Width than the Number of the
ALU Stages
For the description of the proposed scheme, we will denote with n the number of stages of the ALU
that can perform one‟s complement addition and with k the number of bits of the RAM word (hence
k<n). The purpose of the proposed scheme is to assure that the contents of the register will be equal to
a specific value (i.e. „11 ... 1‟) at the end of the test. in order to assure this, the (n-k) high-order inputs
of the ALU are appropriately driven by the all-1 or all-0 value.
It should be noted that, if the March algorithm is symmetric, then the inputs driven to the response
verifier and data it should be noted that, if the March algorithm is symmetric, then the inputs driven to
the response verifier and data generator during consecutive march elements, are complementary. In
order to expand this for the case where the width of the memory is smaller than the number of the
ALU stages, we add a series of (n-k) 1„s, i.e. a {1n-k} pattern at the high-order inputs of exact the half
elements added to the ALU.This stems from the fact that if a ≤ 2k, since

Using the above observation, we can extend the scheme proposed in [21] in order to handle the case
where the ALU has more stages than the RAM word width. More precisely, we can stuff the highorder bits with a signal that has the value „1‟ during half the cycles and „0‟ during the other half. The
idea is exemplified in the Figure 2.

Figure2. The proposed scheme for transparent testing of a RAM with 3-bit words using a 7-stage ALU
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in Figure 2 we present the situation where a memory with 3- bit words is transparently tested with a 5stage ALU. The 7- 3=4 high-order inputs of the ALU are driven by the signal Stuff.
We assume that the initial contents of the RAM words arc {010, 111, 011, 100}... The number in the
parentheses denotes the address of the accessed RAM word. Depending on the operation the value of
the inv signal, the contents that are written to the address (for the write operations), the value of the
add/sub signal, the input to the all comprising the additional inputs (Stuff signal) and the output of the
RAM (for the read operations) and the contents of the register in every cycle. The value of the signal
Stuff is “1111” exactly half the times of the test. We can see that the final value of the register for the
case of the fault free RAM is the all-1 value.
Transparent on Line BIST for an Array of RAM Modules
In table we illustrate the operation of the module for the case where the RAM has 4 words .we assume
that the initial contents of the RAM words are {010,111,011,100}.

Figure3. transparent testing of five RAM modules with different word widths

In table, in the first column we present the operation performed on the RAM. The number in the
parentheses denotes the address of the accessed RAM word. In the third column we present the
contents of the address in the following columns we present the value of the inv signal, the contents
that are written to the address, the value of the add/sub signal, the input to the ALU, comprising the
additional inputs and the output of the RAM and the contents of the register in every cycle. We see
that the final value of the register for the case of the fault free RAM is the all-1 value.
Transparently test more than one memory modules, having different word widths in a roving
manner we exemplilify in above figure for case where five ram modules ,having words with 3,4,5,6
and 7 bits each ,respectively, are to be transparently tested on line in roving manner using 7 stage
ALU .The RAM tested is enabled through the cs1,cs2,cs3,cs4 and cs5 chip select signal respectively.
when RAM1 is tested ,the inputs of the ALU are driven by the outputs of the RAM1,when RAM2 is
tested the high order input of the ALU is driven by the stuff1 signal ,when RAM3 is tested the two
high-order inputs are driven by the signals stuff1 and stuff2 signals, when RAM4 is tested the three
high order inputs are driven by the signals stuff1,stuff2 and stuff3 signals ,when RAM5 is tested the
four high order inputs are driven by the signals stuff1,stuff2, stuff3 and stuff4 signals.

SIMULATION RESULTS
In figure 4, results shows that five RAM modules testing with symmetric transparent algorithm in that
whenever test done the respective memory fault signal is indicated. Figure 5 and 6 results shows the
register output value, if register output value is all 1‟s when test done is completed, i.e. fault free
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memory, otherwise the memory is fault memory. From results we concluded as based on register
output memory is faulty or not.

Figure4. simulation results of five RAM modules testing

Figure5. simulation results of fault free memory module

Figure6. simulation results of fault memory module

CONCLUSION
In this work we have presented a scheme for the testing of RAM modules using the symmetric
transparent principle. The proposed scheme tests a RAM utilizing an ALU module whose number of
stages can be larger than the RAM word width and naturally evolves into a scheme that can be used to
test an array of RAM modules where the largest RAM word width does not exceed the number of
stages of the ALU.
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